
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Tal-war Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Captain and the female Q are on the planet.  The computer has just reported to the crew that the Captain is not on the ship

CMO_T`Lar says:
::in the Big Chair[tm]::

CEO_Dominica says:
::in engineering.. where else would I be?::

OPS_Korlak says:
::on the bridge, scratching his head ridges::

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: Mr Korlak - since Counselor Jordain is not there for the time being, could you please take over the, er, hacking?

CSO_Lance says:
::plottering around in Science bay::

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO: Where did the Counselor go?


CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: I'm not sure, Lieutenant, but he is obviously not here. ::points at the CNS-less bridge::

XO_McRae says:
::wakes up in shuttle with a terrible headache and a couple of large, heavy, metallic, shuttle part type things around him.


CEO_Dominica says:
::notices a few alarms as unauthorized computer access is attempted from the bridge.. frowns and scratches chin:: hhhrrrrmmmm

XO_McRae says:
::sits up and feels dizzy::

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: Lieutenant? ::waits for an answer::

OPS_Korlak says:
::pokes buttons on the SCI2 console:: CMO: I'm not sure how he set this program up, but I'm attempting to keep it running. Somehow.

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: If you think that will be helpful, you can request our new CEO's assistance.

XO_McRae says:
::lets that pass and tries to stand::

CMO_T`Lar says:
*CSO* Commander, are you very busy?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Several alarms on the bridge go off as the Klingon pushes buttons

OPS_Korlak says:
Self: oops.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::sighs:: OPS: I thought you could operate computers.

XO_McRae says:
::gets to his feet and falls as soon as he lets go of the wall::

OPS_Korlak says:
*CEO* Korlak to Engineering. I could use some assistance with a program the counselor has set up.

CSO_Lance says:
*CMO* Uh, actually yeah. There's been a massive amount of data coming in from the scans that have been done.

XO_McRae says:
::catches himself on a chair to keep from hitting his head::


CMO_T`Lar says:
*CSO* All right. If you get a free spot, please come up. There's a Situation here.

CEO_Dominica says:
::walks away from the main computer core display and lets it keep logging the hacking activity.. just finds a seat at the relay board and locks out engineering systems so they don't accidently shut down the warp core::

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO: It's a strange program. I'm not quite sure how it's supposed to work.

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: Fine, then use another one. I want results, not complaints.

CSO_Lance says:
*CMO* Working on it.

CEO_Dominica says:
*OPS*: and what would that one be? the one making all my systems thing it's an attempted invasion by Strom?! Eh!

XO_McRae says:
::crawls to first aid kit on shuttle and scans himself for head injuries.  finding none, he gives himself a painkiller and stands, again::

CSO_Lance says:
::doubling up her efforts on compiling the data then hands things over to ASO Creeshanks::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [tm] on the communications board starts to blink

XO_McRae says:
::lets go of the wall and keeps his feet under him::

CMO_T`Lar says:
*CEO* The very same, Mr Dominica. Could you come up the bridge for a minute, please?

OPS_Korlak says:
*CEO* er.. could you hold one second, my universal translator seems to be down.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::walks to the OPS console, and pushes a button::

CSO_Lance says:
*CMO* My assistants can handle it I guess. I am on my way. ::enters the TL::

XO_McRae says:
::makes his way to the TL cause he's very late for a shift::

CEO_Dominica says:
::growls:: *CMO*: oh kay.. fine I'll do that

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: A readout on the OPS panel indicates an incoming message from SFC

CMO_T`Lar says:
::opens hailing frequencies::

CEO_Dominica says:
::leaves someone else in charge of ME.. telling them to watch the computer relays from the bridge.. and if it causes too much problem cut it.. leaves for the TL::

XO_McRae says:
::gets to TL and walks in.  braces himself for it to start:: TL: Bridge.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The SFC symbol appears on the screen and then a Lieutenant Commander (male)'s face

XO_McRae says:
::almost falls again as the TL whisks him to the bridge::

CSO_Lance says:
::enters the bridge:: CMO: What's up?

CEO_Dominica says:
::tails thuds the wall as she rides to the bridge::

OPS_Korlak says:
::glares at the program on the screen, hoping to intimidate it into functioning correctly::

XO_McRae says:
::arrives on bridge just in time to see some punk Lt Cmdr on the screen::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: XO and CEO appear on the bridge at the same time using different tubes


CEO_Dominica says:
::enters the bridge to see the doctor in the command chair and a Klingon at the back station::

CEO_Dominica says:
::stares over at the XO and flicks and ear:: XO: Commander..


XO_McRae says:
::still a little dazed:: CEO: Yes?

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: The Counselor has set up a program to... er... extract information on our current assignment from the computers at Starfleet Command. However, I cannot understand the algorithms he's using.

Host Quchant says:
<LtCmdr Crax> COMM: Tal-war: Commander..er..Doctor....you are in command of the Tal-war at this time?

CMO_T`Lar says:
Comm: Crax: Indeed. How can I be of assistance?

XO_McRae says:
::hides the fact that he's a little out of it:: CMO: I'll take over now.

CEO_Dominica says:
::moves over to the OPS.. not wearing shoes.. her feet don't make any noise as she walks:: OPS: your what?!

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: No, sir. Please let Mr. Korlak update you and Commander Lance on the situation.

Host Quchant says:
<LtCmdr Crax> COMM: Tal-war: Sorry to have contacted you at ....er....shift change?...but we've had some strange readings on the security consoles at this end which lead back to the Tal-WAr.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: We are, of course, following the Doctor's orders. Otherwise we would not have even contemplated such an action. ::smiles::

XO_McRae says:
::pulls up the info on current situation himself.::

CSO_Lance says:
::quietly sits down at Science and waits for the things to come::

CEO_Dominica says:
::ears perk up and looks around the bridge.. wonders how they plan to get out of this::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Science station makes several interesting beeps

CMO_T`Lar says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Comm: Crax: Indeed? Well, we tried to access some data on subspace frequencies in the quadrant. I'm afraid our OPS officer didn't use the right codes. ::glares at Korlak over her shoulder::

CEO_Dominica says:
::thinks that was poor and shrugs.. steps to the wall to wait for this conversation to end::

OPS_Korlak says:
::Sees the XO is busy:: CSO: The captain is..er.. talking to a member of the Q continuum. According to what we have on the Q from Starfleet records, any other facts are pretty much fluid due to the presence of this entity.

Host Quchant says:
<LtCmdr Crax> COMM: Tal-war: That could be it...it looked as if someone was trying to access sensitive data.  Is there anything I can help with?

CMO_T`Lar says:
::makes a silent promise to make Korlak pay::

XO_McRae says:
::notices the hacking and wonders what idiot did that.  kills the program and reroutes it through 3 stations and 2 non-starfleet ships before starting it again::

CSO_Lance says:
::checks on the beeps::

XO_McRae says:
::contains a laugh and decides to let the Dr get herself out of this one::

CSO_Lance says:
OPS: Thanks, Mr. Korlak.

CMO_T`Lar says:
Comm: Crax: Sensitive data? I'm sure no senior officer could have authorised that. We may have a virus in our systems... let me run a thorough check. And I think we had better disconnect now, before something infects your systems over this channel.

OPS_Korlak says:
::notices the Counselors program restarting on the screen, and assumes its all part of the weird code it was written in::

Host Quchant says:
<LtCmdr Crax> COMM: Tal-war: Good idea.  SFC out.

XO_McRae says:
::sends OPS a message detailing the fixes he just did on the hack and not to touch it::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::waits till the channels is down, then turns around and faces Korlak:: OPS: What have you done THIS time?!

CEO_Dominica says:
::looks down at the XO mildly choking and his rerouting the program.. growls hoping it doesn't interfere with her systems::

OPS_Korlak says:
::notices the program is talking to him on the screen, and gasps at the Counselor's knowledge of artificial intelligence algorithms. Its even telling him that its working fine, and not to touch it...::

CSO_Lance says:
CMO/XO: The scans show some interesting things. I'll be down in Science Bay for further investigations.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::nods::

XO_McRae says:
CMO: What the hell were you thinking?

CSO_Lance says:
::hastily exits the bridge and makes her way to the Science Lab::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::sighs and looks around:: CEO: Lt. Dominica, you have the bridge while Mr. Korlak perfects his computer skills. XO: Commander, please accompany me to sickbay, I really don't like the look of you.

XO_McRae says:
CMO: I'm fine.  What were you thinking trying to hack Starfleet?

CEO_Dominica says:
CMO: right.. ::grumbles and waits for them to leave::

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: You are fine when I say you are. the Lift's that way. ::points and waits::

XO_McRae says:
CMO: And you'll get out of the brig when I say you do if you don't explain this.  Remember, I have proof that you broke several regulations.

XO_McRae says:
::downloads the info to a padd so they can't erase it::

CEO_Dominica says:
::sighs and huffs.. glances up at the OPS::

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: Commander, we will discuss this in my office. Please come with me.

CEO_Dominica says:
::moves to the CONN that was left open since the OPS officer is else where.. has a seat and begins tracing the program through the ships computer::

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: what exactly are you looking for.. hmmm?

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Fine.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::enters the TL and waits for the XO::

XO_McRae says:
::blocks access to the hacking program before he walks to the TL::

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: Any information on why we were assigned here.

XO_McRae says:
::enters the TL::

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: well then lets start with the basics shall we? what class of world is it..

CMO_T`Lar says:
TL: Sickbay.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::waits till the lift arrives at the destination, then enters sickbay::

CEO_Dominica says:
::claws tap lightly on the console and access long and short range scanners:: OPS: well?

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: The planet appears to be class M or compatible, as we have been on the surface. However, the presence of a member of the Q continuum means all bets are off.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The viewscreen is showing the planet

XO_McRae says:
::while enroute, transfers the data about the hacking program and the orders to create it to his personal, encrypted database for later use::

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: I'm sure command knew nothing of that beast since they do as they please..

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: have sensors ever indicated the presence of tachyon emissions?

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: Not to my knowledge.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::enters her office and takes a tricorder::

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: dilithium, trilithium? or maybe tetercal particles.. left over decay radiation from warp trails..

CMO_T`Lar says:
::turns to the XO and starts a thorough scan::

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Start explaining.

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: You are welcome to start any disciplinary action, once the Captain is back on the ship and safe. 

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: is the sun stable.. ::keeps tapping away at the console verifying data::

XO_McRae says:
::still waiting for explanation::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::continues with her scans:: XO: So far I'm seeing insane levels of caffeine in your body, not to mention results of severe sleep deprivation and stress.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: I haven't seen the results of the scan processing we gave to Science yet. I'll check the computer. ::starts checking the output of the science departments analysis of the scans::

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: it's a good bet we can rule out possible mining operational survey then.. 

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: Once the captain is back on the ship, you will be relieved from active duty for seven standard days. This is an order and cannot be contradicted or overridden, have I made myself clear?

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: check for tactical advantages to this location as a possible outpost..

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Explain the hacking into Starfleet systems.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: None of the above are mentioned on the science analysis, but they are still working on some of the data.

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: ::calmly:: Have I made myself clear?

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: hmmmrr :scratches chin: then look over the data for indications of a possible colony site

OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Access navigational computers. Is this sector near to the border with any neighboring power?

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Let me make myself clear.  Right now, I don't care what you think about my health.  I need to know what possessed you to put the future of the crew in jeopardy by hacking a Starfleet computer system.

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: Future of the crew? Commander, the responsibility is mine alone, I will be the only one to stand a trial. 

CEO_Dominica says:
::taps at the console looking for the alien materials used to make commbadges to locate the captain::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> OPS: The sector of space is within recognized federation borders

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: To all intents and purposes, this planet appears to be... normal, and boring.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: Save the presence of the Q entity, of course.

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: are there any archeological digs here? even about 100 years back?

XO_McRae says:
CMO: No, actually, you would, I probably would, the CO probably would, and the Counselor and Mr Korlak probably would.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: I believe Starfleet data on this area is very patchy, hence the reasoning behind sending us here for the initial survey mission.

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: The counselor and Mr. Korlak were following my orders, so they are not to blame, you weren't aware of the situation, and the captain was missing. Which was the cause of my actions in the first place.

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: then I believe you have an answer to present to who ever ends up in charge

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Just following orders has never been a valid defense.  Not for hundreds of years.

CEO_Dominica says:
::turns in her seat to look at OPS::

XO_McRae says:
::something dawns on him ::CMO: CO missing?  I didn't see that in the information I read.  Of course, I may have been distracted by the Starfleet official on the screen wondering who brought that down on us.

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: It depends whether the senior officer is prepared to take the blame. And I am. ::sighs quietly:: Commander, I'm more worried about the captain than about anything else.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: It would appear so. ::sighs::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::blinks:: XO: What do you know of the current situation?

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: now how about we remove that thing from my systems and let me get back to work eh?

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: I would be glad to, however it would require countermanding by a superior officer.

XO_McRae says:
CMO: All I saw was information about the hacking SF.  Then with the official onscreen I had to do something fast to make it untraceable.  Then we came here.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: Or... being a treat to normal ships operations...

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: why is that?

CEO_Dominica says:
OPS: it's a hack virus.. and it's in the computer core.. now does that strike you as a threat?

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: The order to initiate the program came from the Doctor. However... if the Chief Engineer were to inform me that ships systems are being threatened by the program, I would have no alternative other than to instruct the computer to isolate the process.

XO_McRae says:
::walks to console and pulls up information on the CO's disappearance::

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: A few hours ago a female Q appeared on the bridge, transporting the captain first to her ready room, then to the planet. Ever since we tried to locate any useful information that would help us to resolve the situation. Up and including hacking the records of SFHQ.

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: I will ..er.. take your word for it. ::smiles::

OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Isolate program Jordain-seven-alpha, and suspend it.

Host Quchant says:
<computer> OPS: Access denied

CEO_Dominica says:
::grumbles and digs a claw into her chair:: OPS: give me a moments.. ::opens internal communications to sickbay::

CEO_Dominica says:
*CMO/XO*: whos incharge at the moment..

CMO_T`Lar says:
*CEO* What seems to be the problem?

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Female Q?  Interesting.  Do we know they went back to the planet?

OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Priority alpha emergency. Program Jordain-seven-alpha is endangering ships systems. Attempt purge, virus removal, and suspension operations. If that does not work, reduce processor slice to the minimum possible.

CEO_Dominica says:
*CMO*: there is a bad little program in my computer I want it out.. who do I need to talk to since it was SF personnel induced!

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Okay, going to the bridge.

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> OPS: Access denied

XO_McRae says:
::walks out the door and to the TL while CMO is distracted::

OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Shut down whatever processors are running program Jordain-seven-alpha, authority Korlak-delta-nine as ships Operations Manager.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: McRae's PADD is bleeping

XO_McRae says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

XO_McRae says:
::looks at his PADD as the TL takes him to the bridge::

CEO_Dominica says:
::folds arms and stares rather glassy eyed at the XO and flips tail striking the floor:: XO: well?

CMO_T`Lar_ says:
::leaves Nurse Saccarov in charge and walks out and into a TL::

CMO_T`Lar_ says:
Tl: Bridge.

XO_McRae says:
::notices the attempts to access the hacking program::

XO_McRae says:
::arrives on bridge:: CEO/OPS: What are you doing to the hacking program?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CMO appears on the bridge on the next TL after the XO

CEO_Dominica says:
::folds arms and stares rather glassy eyed at the XO and flips tail striking the floor:: XO: well?

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: attempting to isolate it and recover my systems

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: The chief engineer has informed me that Counselor Jordain's program is a threat to ships systems, and I am attempting to isolate the process.

CMO_T`Lar_ says:
::hums quietly::

XO_McRae says:
CEO: How is it a threat?

CMO_T`Lar says:
::sits down in the XO's chair and realises it's not quite the standard issue::

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: well lets see.. 1 it's in the computer core and isolated from removal.. 2 it's not under my control.. 3. it has direct access to all command functions

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: 4. it was interfering with vital data flow between the communications and computer core causing a back up on deck 3 in the subroutines

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: would you like me to go on?

XO_McRae says:
CEO: 1 I isolated it, 2, it's under my control, 3. it has access to those functions but only in ways that I control since I have isolated it from all tampering.  Therefore, not a threat at this time.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::smiles slightly, opens the acquired data on the armrest console and starts working::

XO_McRae says:
::checks to see what information the program has pulled on the Q::

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: if it's soo isolated then why is it still functioning eh?

XO_McRae says:
CEO: Isolated it from tampering, not isolated from all ships systems.

CMO_T`Lar says:
All: This is interesting, if you analyse the planet in detail, you will find that its make-up is not quite normal.

XO_McRae says:
CMO: Not normal?  What is it?  Hollow?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Standard SF information on the Q continuum encounters come up.  Including voyagers dealing with a female Q

CEO_Dominica says:
XO: I would certainly call that a threat and breach of command protocols.. as well as a few other nasty tidbits..

OPS_Korlak says:
::wonders why losing the Captain has turned into a discussion about planets and computer software, and shrugs::

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: No, but it seems that it was artificially created - much more efficient than a normal geological processes would manage. It's... better than the standard issue.

XO_McRae says:
CEO: Call it what you will.  I need data.  But if it will make you feel better, I'll take away some of the command functions. ::takes away internal command functions and gives it just what it needs to draw information::

OPS_Korlak says:
All: I strongly suggest that we should be attempting to come up with some method of fighting the Q if it becomes necessary.

XO_McRae says:
CMO: So, it's someone's garden or backyard, not a real planet.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::taps a few keys on the console, which beeps at her:: XO: My hypothesis is that the planet, if not the whole system, was created by the Q.

CEO_Dominica says:
CEO: I'll feel better.. when it's gone.. ::sniffs and stands up::

CMO_T`Lar says:
Korlak: Fight an omnipotent being? Nice idea.

XO_McRae says:
::looks at OPS: OPS: How much have you read about the Q Continuum?

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: Maybe the fact that the Q created it is somehow connected to the fact that they felt the need to move the captain down there?

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO/XO: The Q are not completely omnipotent. According to Starfleet records, they themselves have been confronted by more powerful beings in the past.

XO_McRae says:
OPS: And you happen to have one of those more powerful beings in your back pocket right now I suppose.

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: If we were to ally ourselves with those more-than-omnipotent beings, we'd be in even graver danger then when facing the Q.

OPS_Korlak says:
XO/CMO: I am suggesting that we have the option available to defend ourselves if it becomes necessary.

CEO_Dominica says:
::walks to the TL.. shaking her head:: self: it's all suicide.. humph

XO_McRae says:
OPS: Let's try a lot of something elses first.

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: Korlak, any Q can extinguish man-Trill- and Klingonkind with a mere thought. And you want to fight them?

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO: Need I remind you that my people destroyed our own gods.

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: Need I remind you that I'm an atheist?

CEO_Dominica says:
::pauses at the door:: ALL: you know it might be in our best interest to wait and see if the captain contacts us.. we may be in worse condition then she.. eh?

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO: But you believe in omnipotent beings?

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: No.

OPS_Korlak says:
CMO: I believe these "Q" to not be as omnipotent as they would lead us to believe.

XO_McRae says:
OPS: So do most peoples, in one way or another.  But that's not the point.  First, we have to find the Captain.  Second we have to figure out what the Q want with her.  Third, we have to figure out how to get that for her.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::nods::

CEO_Dominica says:
::shrugs and leaves the bridge::

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: Ideas?

XO_McRae says:
OPS: They're omnipotent enough.  Now drop it.

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: Are you saying we should let this... thing... tell us what to do, because it has taken our Captain hostage?

CMO_T`Lar says:
OPS: ::quietly:: I don't believe in them any more than I believe in this computer console. I just know they're there.

XO_McRae says:
OPS: No, I'm saying we have to figure out how to get the CO back without getting the entire crew very dead.

CEO_Dominica says:
::goes back to ME.. and plops down in her chair.. calls over another tech and begins the computer core purging protocols when a virus is identified to exist::

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: Is it worth considering the option that the Captain is an acceptable loss?

XO_McRae says:
OPS: That's always an option.  And I'll consider it when all other options have failed.

OPS_Korlak says:
::nods to the XO::

XO_McRae says:
OPS: Have you had any luck locating the Captain?

CEO_Dominica says:
::points at the screen:: Tech: start her in this section and call someone in the physical core.. we need to monitor the power flow.. i don't want any unexpected surges in the isobank

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: We can only tell that she is on the planet. Somewhere. Readings are being distorted by something.

CEO_Dominica says:
Tech: start in section alpha 83-H and move this way.. start the cold shut down and reload sequence

XO_McRae says:
OPS: Okay, can we isolate the source of the distortion?  Also, have we tried contacting the Q?

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: According to my somewhat unskilled readings, the source of the distortion is the planet itself. Or at least something too powerful for us to get an exact fix on.

CEO_Dominica says:
Tech: I'll get the blasted piece of work out of my systems the hard way then..

CMO_T`Lar says:
XO: My guess is that the source of the distortion is Q.

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: I would be willing to contact the Q if you have a comms frequency for them.

CMO_T`Lar says:
All: Why comm frequency? A mind would do.

XO_McRae says:
OPS: I was thinking a general hail since the Q is probably already monitoring us.

CMO_T`Lar says:
All: Of course, this mind's owner would have to know how to "call".

OPS_Korlak says:
XO: Attempting to hail.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::decides to give it a try as well::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::closes her eyes and concentrates::

OPS_Korlak says:
::opens hailing frequencies::

XO_McRae says:
CMO: You're in charge.  I'm going planet side to see if I can get anymore info from down there.  Maybe triangulate a location or get through the distortion by being closer to it.

XO_McRae says:
::enters the TL:: CMO: And no more hacking Starfleet without me.

CMO_T`Lar says:
::decides that McRae is equally in danger on the ship and on the planet and lets him go without a word::

XO_McRae says:
TL: Shuttlebay.  ::turns off hacking program on the way down and summons security team to the shuttlebay, along with the new CEO and a science officer::

CEO_Dominica says:
::grumbles at the call and tells the Tech to purge the whole core and have it done when she gets back::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::still calling out with her mind::

CMO_T`Lar says:
::thinks it's a stupid idea, though::

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<end Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..


